
 
To 

RSPO Secretariat Sdn Bhd 
No. A-33A-2, Tower A, Level 33A, Menara UOA Bangsar 
No 5, Jalan Bangsar Utama 1 
59000 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
Tel: +603 23021500   Fax: +603 22014053 
Email:  
 

Date: 13th August 2018 
 
Dear Sir, 
 

SUBMISSION OF NEW COMPLAINT ABOUT GOLDEN AGRI-RESOURCES 
 
I/We, Forest Peoples Programme (FPP) and Transformasi Untuk Keadilan – Indonesia (TUK-I), wish to lodge a 

complaint concerning the Golden Agri Resources (GAR) company, located in Indonesia. 

This complaint is made on behalf of all those affected by GAR’s operations.  

My full details are as follow: 

Name: Marcus Colchester 

Position: Senior Policy Advisor 

Address: 1c Fosseway Business Centre, Stratford Road, Moreton-in-Marsh, Gl56 9NQ, England 

Telephone +44 1608 652893 

Fax + 44 1608 652878 

Email marcus@forestpeoples.org 

Please find attached herewith the details information regarding the complaint which includes: 

A: Description of the name, address and location, and nature of the Company 
being complaint (please provide map if possible) 
B: Description of the action taken by me/ us to try to settle the issues (please 
provide details based on chronological event)  
C: List of other person(s) contacted by me/us in attempt to settle the issues    
(please provide any relevant documents if any) 
D: Any other relevant facts and/or other materials to support this complaint. 
 

I/we fully understand and agree that RSPO Secretariat will be looking into this complaint based on its standard 

Grievance & Dispute Settlement Handling Protocol.  

Thank you. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Marcus Colchester 

Forest Peoples Programme 

  



Substance of the Complaint 

Under Indonesian law a company or group of companies may not hold more than 100,000 

hectares of land. GAR has for long exceeded this ceiling. Its current holdings are well over 

300,000 hectares. A company that exceeds the 100,000 hectare ceiling is required to declare 

the fact in applying for any further IUP. There is no evidence that GAR has done so. Its 

operations are therefore illegal and in serious breach of RSPO P&C 2.1. 

 
A: Description of the name, address and location, and nature of the Company being complaint  

 
Golden Agri Resources (GAR) is a large consortium legally incorporated in Singapore but 

with its main offices in Jakarta. It is represented on the Board of Governors of RSPO. GAR 

operates in Indonesia under the brand name Sinar Mas (‘Golden Rays’). The Sinar Mas group 

also includes Asia Pulp and Paper. GAR also has a majority holding of Golden Veroleum 

Limited which has operations in Liberia. The operational address for GAR is:  Sinarmas Land 

Plaza Tower 2, Jl. M.H. Thamrin No.Kav 51, RT.9/RW.4, Gondangdia, Menteng, Kota Jakarta 

Pusat, Daerah Khusus Ibukota Jakarta 10350 Tel: +62 21 50338899 

 
B: Description of the action taken by me/ us to try to settle the issues (please provide details based on 
chronological event)  
 

This matter has been raised by FPP with the RSPO Complaints Panel in 2015. In a meeting 

with FPP and GAR in September 2015, the RSPO complaints panel coordinator undertook to 

carry out a legal review of this matter but neither the coordinator nor the CP has ever 

reported further. The lack of action by the RSPO complaint secretariat or the Complaints 

Panel on this question has repeatedly been raised by FPP with the CP in the following two 

years but no action has been taken. The matter is therefore being brought back to the RSPO 

Complaints Panel for resolution as a new and separate complaint.  
 
C: List of other person(s) contacted by me/us in attempt to settle the issues    (please provide any relevant 
documents if any) 
 

This matter has been discussed by FPP with senior staff of GAR without satisfaction. 
 
D: Any other relevant facts and/or other materials to support this complaint. 

 
In our letter to the Complaints Panel of 31st March 2015, we explicitly pointed out:   
 
… other problems with the legality of GAR’s land bank. Based on a conjoint reading of 
Law No. 18 of 2004 on Plantations, Regulation of the Minister for Agrarian Affairs and 
the Head of Land National Agency No. 2/1999 on Location Permits, Regulation of the 
Minister of Agriculture No. 26/2007 and Regulation No. 98/2013 on Guidelines for 
Licensing of Plantation Businesses, the maximum plantation area that a company or 
group of companies can hold is 100,000 hectares.  
 
Under Regulation 98/2013, any company applying for an IUP is required to submit a 
declaratory letter confirming that the company or its group of companies has not 
exceeded the maximum plantation area as stipulated in Regulation 98/2013.  



 
To our knowledge, at end of 2014 GAR already held 301,000 hectares under HGU. GAR 
held well in excess of the 100,000 ha ceiling when this law came into effect, yet GAR 
has been expanding year on year. GAR continues to seek rights to further areas of land. 
 
 
 

 

 


